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Virtual reality experiences increasingly use physiological data for virtual environment adaptations to evaluate

user experience and immersion. Previous research required complex medical-grade equipment to collect

physiological data, limiting real-world applicability. To overcome this, we present SensCon for skin conductance

and heart rate data acquisition. To identify the optimal sensor location in the controller, we conducted a

first study investigating users’ controller grasp behavior. In a second study, we evaluated the performance

of SensCon against medical-grade devices in six scenarios regarding user experience and signal quality.

Users subjectively preferred SensCon in terms of usability and user experience. Moreover, the signal quality

evaluation showed satisfactory accuracy across static, dynamic, and cognitive scenarios. Therefore, SensCon

reduces the complexity of capturing and adapting the environment via real-time physiological data. By

open-sourcing SensCon, we enable researchers and practitioners to adapt their virtual reality environment

effortlessly. Finally, we discuss possible use cases for virtual reality-embedded physiological sensing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) allows manipulation and control of diverse stimuli in virtual environments

as close as possible to real-world ones. Besides the immersion in VR, different responses can be

triggered for users, including engagement [51], presence [96], arousal [35], and workload [69].

Evaluating these factors is pivotal in user experience (UX) research in VR. To evaluate such

responses, researchers often use post hoc assessments (e.g., questionnaires) since real-time user

input is challenging or even hardly possible [106]. Recently, implicit real-time assessments such as

physiological measures, have become increasingly popular to overcome these drawbacks. They offer

real-time control and quantitative measures of user behavior when exposed to VR and adaptation
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to virtual environments. Peripheral physiological responses, such as Electrodermal Activity (EDA)

and photoplethysmography (PPG), are indicative metrics for physiological arousal [107], emotional

valence [74], or cognitive workload [45].

Current scientific measurement standards require medical-grade devices, whose signal recording

quality comes at the cost of limited ecological validity [53, 88] and unintuitive VR synchroniza-

tion [112]. Recording physiological data in VR requires ad-hoc preprocessing pipelines to disentangle

physiological signals from movement artifacts, increasing demands for technical synchronization

and data analysis [46]. To lower the entry hurdle, researchers designed [110] and prototyped [14]

physiological sensors embedded into VR systems. For instance, Luong et al. [70] estimated the men-

tal workload in a VR flight simulation in real-time using multiple physiological inputs embedded in

the HMD. However, available validation studies are either limited to consumer-grade devices [77]

or are not applied to VR environments [105].

In this paper, we present SensCon, a physiological sensing system that incorporates EDA and

PPG measurements into VR controllers allowing for mobile and flexible interactions, cf. [1, 2]. In

contrast to bulky medical-grade equipment such as depicted in Figure 5, SensCon encompasses an

easy and ready-to-use system designed to minimize the user’s preparation time. Here, we first ran a

study investigating how users hold VR controllers to inform sensor placement. Then we evaluated

the SensCon in terms of usability, user experience, and measurement accuracy compared to medical-

grade devices across six different VR tasks. We found significant differences concerning usability

and user experience favouring SensCon compared to medical-grade equipment. Furthermore, we

find that SensCon delivers EDA and PPG data that can be used as a measure for user experience

evaluation. Finally, we conclude how large-scale assessments of EDA and PPG can be used to create

individually-tailored immersive environments for VR users.

The contribution of this work is fourfold. First, we conducted a study (Study 1) investigating

how users hold VR controllers (N=12) and identified grasping locations with the highest contact

probability to identify suitable placing options for EDA and PPG sensing. Second, we implemented

SensCon, an unobtrusive and ready-to-use physiological data acquisition system embedded into VR

controllers sensing EDA and PPG. Third, we present an evaluation of SensCon in a user study (Study

2, N=12) by assessing the measurement agreement between SensCon and medical-grade devices.

Finally, we discuss how our findings can be generalized to future physiologically-aware applications

that sense user states in real time. Overall, our work contributes to developing physiological sensing

in interactive systems, providing insights into designing and implementing unobtrusive sensing

systems for VR controllers and evaluating their performance compared to medical-grade devices.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the following, we highlight the relevance of employing physiological measures for improving

VR usability and designing adaptive systems in VR settings focusing on EDA and PPG measures.

Finally, we summarize previous work that employed wearable or embedded physiological sensing

in VR systems.

2.1 Physiological Sensing in VR
Since its early implementations, subjective measures have been the most common tool to evaluate

VR experiences. However, several researchers have documented that when used alone, they are insuf-

ficient to describe the complex phenomena occurring in VR immersive experiences (cf. [38, 92, 95]).

Physiological sensing addresses some significant shortcomings as they are implicit, online, and can

provide continuous measures of autonomic functioning. Over the last years, researchers investi-

gated physiological measures in VR, such as clinical applications [11], physiologically-adaptive

VR systems [24, 26], evaluation of VR systems or parameters [75] by the acquisition of central and
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peripheral physiological signals [61]. When considering VR adaptation using physiological sensing,

studies showed the viability of adapting to the user’s emotional state [64], games narrative [44], or

task difficulty [25].

Several studies explored the use of peripheral physiological measures, such as EDA and PPG. EDA

refers to changes in skin conductance by activating eccrine gland activity, and it is a measure of

sympathetic arousal with a long history of investigating users’ emotional and cognitive states [63].

Given the capability of VR environments to trigger higher emotional and physiological arousal,

EDA measures found diverse applications for investigating VR phenomena, interaction, and system

adaptation [89]. EDA was shown to positively correlate with presence [10, 57], cybersickness [40],

and illusion of body ownership [7, 34].

PPG employs pulse oximetry to detect blood volume changes in themicrovascular bed of tissue [5].

It stems from the use in cardiology as a diagnostic tool for cardiac arrhythmia and heart failure [3]

to applications in VR, given its practical implementation in wearable solutions as compared to

electrocardiography (ECG) [48]. This increasing use of PPG is motivated by the fact that PPG

sensors do not rely on electrical activity (i.e., they do not require conductive gels upon application)

and that, under certain conditions, they can provide a measurement accuracy close to that of ECG

in detecting cardiac activity measures such as HR or heart rate variability [77, 93]. Specifically,

PPG has been widely exploited in online studies to classify users’ states such as workload [29],

anxiety [90], and stress [27]. In conclusion, EDA and PPG can be widely applied to physiologically

estimate and monitor users’ emotional and cognitive states in VR.

2.2 Wearable Physiological Sensing
The need to push forward the application of physiological sensing in VR requires multidisciplinary

notions about both psychophysiological principles and technical integration of physiological signals

in VR [4]. Unfortunately, such a need for implementation and synchronization within the VR

environment is currently inconvenient as it relies on unpractical hardware-software solutions [83].

First, researchers must independently prepare and calibrate each sensing system when planning

to acquire different physiological data, increasing the setup time. Second, when immersed in VR,

users do not perceive their bodies nor the physiological sensing systems attached, causing possible

disruptions by cables, VR tracking, or more. Third, such situations can impair signal quality resulting

in artifacts or even signal loss, and disrupt the engagement within the virtual environment. This

has led to the proliferation of plug-play, wearable and uncomplicated data collection solutions [67].

The availability and variety of easy-to-use wearable sensors promote physiological data acquisition

for evaluation and adaptation purposes [26, 60].

The commercial-grade quality of these devices often implies a lack of access to raw data or

exploitation of “black-box” proprietary metrics developed by the manufacturer. This has prompted

many researchers to evaluate ad-hoc solutions involving integration within the VR system. Embed-

ding physiological sensing within the VR environment presents several advantages: hardware and

software are integrated into one single device allowing for improved comfort, low-cost implemen-

tation, and even improved acceptance [43]. Several embedded physiological sensing in VR headsets

allow for gaze and eye-tracking [62], or even multiple physiological signal recording [14]. Bernal et

al. [14] provided a “mask” with high-quality equipment for sensing different physiological signals,

such as facial electromyography (sEMG), electroencephalography (EEG), EDA, and eye-tracking

data in XR environments. While EEG and sEMG recordings benefit from the placement on the

prefrontal cortex, frontalis, and zygomaticus muscles, EDA signals collected from the forehead

showed weak correlations with tonic and phasic components from phalanx sites (i.e., most respon-

sive sites in the human body), possibly due to their stronger sensitivity to thermoregulatory activity

rather than physiological arousal [81]. Critically, none of the above devices has been validated in
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ecological VR settings [20], with most of them having been compared with medical-grade devices

only in controlled lab settings [77, 78]. Currently, most VR sensors are either embedded in the

headset or do not feature any physiological measuring capacity in controllers as the main focus is

on hand-motion and tracking systems [58]. The present work, therefore, aims to explore possible

alternatives in integrating physiological measures of arousal into VR systems and validating them

as reliable and accurate measures. We first conducted a study to identify optimal sites for EDA

and PPG sensor placement embedded in a VR controller. Second, we evaluated the performance of

SensCon across a variety of VR scenarios widely used in stress and psychophysiology research.

3 STUDY 1: FINGER PLACEMENT AND HAND GRASP DURING VR CONTROLLER
INTERACTION

In the past, many inside and outside tracking methods have been pioneered to gain various

states from the user, e.g., [1, 2]. However, the reason trends point towards inside tracking as the

environment does not need to be equipped with technology allowing for improved flexibility and

mobile applications. Thus, integrating physiological sensing into VR systems aligns with current

trends in VR development. For example, recent research has explored the integration of cameras into

VR controllers for optimal body and hand-tracking [2, 98], enabling the design of intelligent mobile

standalone VR systems. This trend is already being implemented in commercial VR systems, such as

the camera embedded in the Meta Quest Pro [16]. Second, while others showed that placing sensors

in the headset is feasible (e.g., [70, 113]), when considering peripheral physiological measures such

as EDA and PPG there are cautions to be taken for validation purposes. We wanted to maximize

the signal agreement between SensCon and the gold standard measurements used in Study 2 (i.e.,

finger PPG and finger EDA), implying peripheral measures from the hand/finger. That is, using

different measurement locations would have implied less fairly comparable measurements, also due

to the higher eccrine sweat glands density in the hands compared to other body sites [100] and the

different pulse transit time implied by hand and head PPG sites [91]. By embedding physiological

sensors into VR controllers, we can enhance the user experience in VR environments and enable

the design of novel physiologically-aware VR applications.

To ensure adequate sensor placement in the VR controller, we conducted a study to determine

grasping location while holding an HTC VIVE controller and simultaneously pressing three key

buttons (Trigger, Grip, and Trackpad buttons) following the approach by Le et al. [65]. We were

especially interested in where the grasping hand made contact with the controller, which we

analyzed by measuring the contact surface when participants grabbed the VR controller. We

computed and analyzed the degree of overlapping across participants.

3.1 Procedure
First, we asked participants to handle the controller until they felt comfortable pressing the Trigger,

Grip, and Trackpad buttons without moving their hands. Next, we outlined the participant’s hand

with a fine-pointed white pen. In this way, the contour of the participant’s handprint was drawn

on the VR controller. Next, the participant removed the hand from the controller to imprint it with

colored paint on a flat plate to optimize the spread. The participant then held the VR controller,

trying to follow the previously outlined contour, optimizing the grasping to press the buttons.

Finally, the participant released the grip on the VR controller. The researcher then photographed

the front, bottom, left, and right sides of the controller five times using a professional camera

(Canon EOS 50D, 4752 × 3168 pixels) positioned on a solid stand that was kept constant throughout

the photographs.
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The controller was placed inside a 3D-printed holder on top of a table to ensure orthogonality

for the axis of the table and the camera. We placed a QR code on each side for orthogonal image

alignment processing to allow optimal perspective transformation.

3.2 Participants
The study was performed in a quiet and distraction-free environment, where participants sat and

could focus on handling the controller. Twelve participants, six identified as female and six as male

(𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 27.5, 𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 2.74) took part in the study. We asked participants to hold the controller with

their dominant hand [52], with ten using their right hand and two using their left hand, respectively.

We measured three standardized hands metrics following the guidelines of the Human Engineering

Design Data Digest [86]: (I) handbreadth (𝑀𝑐𝑚 = 8.4, 𝑆𝐷𝑐𝑚 = 0.32), i.e., distance between the two

metacarpal bones (metacarpal-phalangeal joints), (II) hand length (𝑀𝑐𝑚 = 17.98, 𝑆𝐷𝑐𝑚 = 0.66), i.e.,

distance from the base of the hand at the wrist crease to the tip of the middle finger and, (III) hand

circumference (𝑀𝑐𝑚 = 18.91, 𝑆𝐷𝑐𝑚 = 0.89), i.e., circumference of the hand measured around the

knuckles (metacarpal-phalangeal joints). In this way, we respectively covered 50
𝑡ℎ
, 95

𝑡ℎ
, and 99

𝑡ℎ

percentile for both men and women in hand measures as per the Human Engineering Design Data

Digest [86].

3.3 Image Processing
We preprocessed the images using Python library OpenCV (Version 4.3) [17] and Adobe Photoshop

(Version 23.4.2)
1
. We placed four QR codes on the front, back, and left and right side of the VR

controller holder for coarse image alignment [56]. On such images, we applied a perspective

transformation to align and overlap the QR codes from every side and, consequently, the pictures

of contact locations on the VR controller. As a final step in the image processing phase, we applied

Lens correction in Adobe Photoshop to all images using a distortion correction model to improve

pictures’ parallelism, size, and rotation. Next, we masked all areas where the fingers touched the

controller, allowing us to calculate the area for each user.

3.4 Results
We extracted the area touched by participants during the comfortable holding of the controller. For

this, we aligned the areas touched and measured the area which could theoretically be touched

(the shaft of the controller). We found that 64.1% of the front, 73.1% of the back, 87.1% of the right

side, and 57.1% of the left side will be touched by at least one participant, see Figure 1. While this is

a good first indication of surface coverage, we next calculated the area which was touched by all 12

participants for successful sensor placement. Here, we found that 14.1% of the front, 11.3% of the

back, 47.8% of the right side, and 5.4% of the left side were touched by all participants. The area

with the perfect overlap is shown in Figure 1c – the middle of the right side of the controller.

Of note, such images are from the perspective of holding the controller on the right side. However,

due to the symmetric anatomy of the human hand, the results for the left hand are the same but

mirrored. As such, we can say that the optimal area for a sensor is not per se on the right side of

the controller but where the palm of the hand touches the controller (right side for the right hand

and left side for the left hand, respectively).
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(a) Front (b) Back (c) Right (d) Left

Fig. 1. Heat maps showing the area of the VR controller with the highest contact overlap during interaction
in Study 1.

Fig. 2. The schematic overview of the SensCon. Data are acquired via PPG and EDA sensors in the VR
controller. Physiological data are streamed within a UDP protocol to the experiment control PC. Finally, the
VR environment is displayed to the user via a wired HTC VIVE headset.

4 THE SENSCON SYSTEM
With SensCon, we combine commodity VR controllers with PPG and EDA sensors for a wide range

of future applications using physiological sensing and thus, adapt to the users’ state. We used two

HTC Vive controllers as a base to host the sensors to accomplish this.

4.1 Hardware Implementation
Based on our results from Study 1, we considered that a sensor with a low surface area, such as

a PPG sensor, would have been best placed on the right side of the controller, or in other words,

below the palm of the hand, see Figure 3d. Finally, we noted that the left side of the controller

consisted of a large surface while not being constantly covered by the fingers. Thus, we selected it

as the ideal location of the second EDA electrode. In sum, we mounted the two EDA electrodes on

both sides of one controller (see Figure 3b) and the PPG sensor on the well-covered right side of

the second controller, respectively (see Figure 3d).

1
https://www.adobe.com//products/photoshop.html
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. EDA and PPG sensors integrated into VR controllers. (a) EDA sensor integrated inside a controller. (b)
Two copper stripes measure the EDA when a user picks up the controller. (c) PPG sensor integrated inside
the controller. (d) The PPG sensor measures the user’s HR by implicitly pressing the palm against the sensor.

With this goal in mind, we integrated the PPG and EDA sensors into two HTC Vive controllers.

For the communication and local sensor control unit, we used an ESP 8266 D1 Mini
2
microcontroller

offering both WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity. Thus, we sent the PPG and EDA data via a WiFi

and UDP connection to a Lab Streaming Layer
3
(LSL) server for signal time synchronization and

data logging via Arduino. Figure 2 shows the schematics of SensCon. We also added an additional

micro-USB port on the underside of the VR controller (see Figure 3b and 3d), allowing for fast

deployment of updates and acting as a debug terminal.

The controllers have built-in batteries with 960mAh at 3.85V. However, this is under the minimum

required 4V for the𝑉𝑖𝑛 of the microcontroller. Thus, we incorporated a “step-up DC” in the controller

while losing playtime by draining the built-in battery. Thus, we opted to add a power bank connected

to the ESP flash port instead. Pulse Sensor PPG and Groove GSR sensors required a stable power

consumption of .08𝐴, as measured via a USB digital multimeter. We allowed for long playtime and

easily swappable batteries.

4.2 Sensing EDA
We use a Groove galvanic skin response (GSR) sensor

4
to measure EDA with a sample rate of

192 Hz. First, we disassembled an HTC Vive Controller and integrated the sensor in the handle

(see Figure 3a). We then soldered the pins of the connectors to two pieces of copper band that we

adhered around the handle (see Figure 3b). The resistance between the contacts is measured in

one hand by closing the two copper contacts when taking the controller into the hand. The GSR

sensor captures micro voltages (`𝑉 ) between the distal phalanges as a measure of skin resistance

utilizing the µV input in Ohms (Ω). The formula for skin resistance computation is provided by the

2
www.openhacks.com/uploadsproductos/tutorial_nb.pdf

3
https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer

4
https://wiki.seeedstudio.com/Grove-GSR_Sensor/
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Fig. 4. PPG signal conditioning: we employed an instrumentation amplifier to increase the amplitude of the
sensor’s raw signal. This configuration utilizes a voltage divider, with the gain regulated by a single resistor
(R1). Specifically, (a) depicts the circuit powered by the WEMOS D1 mini platform, which integrates an
ESP8266 micro-controller. The heart-rate sensor’s signal is processed by the AD623 instrumentation amplifier
and subsequently transmitted to the WEMOS platform. Alternatively, (b) illustrates the circuit diagram and
its various components.

manufacturer and shown in Equation 1:

𝑆𝑅(`Ω) = ((1024 + 2 ∗ `𝑉 ) ∗ 10, 000)/(512`𝑉 ) (1)

Therefore to compute EDA, we computed the reciprocal of resistance, i.e., conductance, measured

in (`𝑆) as in Equation 2:

𝐸𝐷𝐴(`𝑆) = (512`𝑉 )/(`Ω) = ((1024 + 2 ∗𝑉 ) ∗ 10, 000) (2)

4.3 Sensing PPG
We integrated a Pulse Sensor

5
by punching a circle-shaped hole located at the palm hand position

of the controller (see Figure 3c). We placed the Pulse Sensor on the left side of the HTC VIVE

controller as depicted in Figure 3d. In this location, we allowed for 100% of surface overlapping

across participants. Then, we disassembled a controller to integrate the D1 mini microcontroller,

and we connected it to the PPG sensor.

The Pulse Sensor is an optical HR sensor (i.e., PPG) that features on the frontal side of the sensor,

an APDS-9008 Light Photo Sensor, and a reversed mount LED. In this way, the reflected green light

(∼ 550𝑛𝑚) from the LED through the fingers is measured via the photosensor. On the back of the

module, an MCP6001 Op-Amp microchip consists of three resistors and capacitors that form an

R/C filter circuit. This circuit is used for noise cancellation and amplification to avoid time delay

in pulse recordings. The module operates from a 3.3 to 5V DC Voltage supply with an operating

current of 4mA. The desired sampling rate is set at 250 Hz.

4.4 Open Source
We open-sourced the full implementation of SensCon. First, we provided a list of the materials

needed to implement SensCon. Second, we provided the schematics for the electronics housed in

the VR controllers. Third, we provided a manual to assemble SensCon. Fourth, we open-sourced

the code to retrieve the sensor data and send it onto the LSL stream. Finally, we provided a Unity

package to receive the real-time LSL stream
6
.

5
https://pulsesensor.com/

6
https://github.com/mimuc/Senscon/
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5 STUDY 2: SYSTEM EVALUATION
Study 2 aimed at assessing the UX and measurement accuracy of SensCon, as compared to medical-

grade devices measuring EDA and PPG-based HR. We divided the description of the study into

two parts. The first part investigates usability, acceptance, and UX by letting users freely use either

SensCon or VR controllers with attached medical-grade equipment, and by collecting subjective

measures using questionnaires after each condition.

The second part evaluates the measurement accuracy across the included VR tasks. That is, it

presents a within-subjects study focusing the agreement between SensCon and medical-grade

physiological sensors. The following research questions guided our evaluation:

RQ1 Does an embedded physiological sensing system provide higher usability and UX in VR

environments when compared to medical-grade devices?

RQ2 Does an embedded physiological sensing system allow for comparable signal quality and

outcome measures to those obtained with medical-grade devices?

5.1 Independent Variable: Physiological Sensing System
We considered the physiological sensing systems, consisting of SensCon and the medical-grade

devices as the only independent variable for both parts of our study. We evaluate if the sensors

integrated into SensCon can act as a usable alternative to medical-grade devices (i.e., PPG finger-clip

sensor and EDA Ag/AgCl electrodes measured from the index and middle fingers) over six different

tasks.

5.2 Measurements
The first part of the study focused on the usability, acceptance, and UX aspects in the first part of

the study. Participants were equipped with either SensCon or medical-grade devices while walking

around. Then, after using each system, they filled in three self-report scales. We started with the

System Usability Scale (SUS) [66] questionnaire to measure system usability. We then proceeded

with the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [104] questionnaire to

assess the acceptance of the two systems. Finally, we administered five seven-point Likert items to

obtain an overview of the UX using the physiological sensing systems. The self-report scales are

depicted in Table 1.

In the second part of the study, we measured both EDA and HR using SensCon and the medical-

grade devices at the same time throughout six different tasks. SensCon measures EDA upon making

contact with the user’s left hand while the medical-grade device obtains the measures by clipping

two Ag/AgCl electrodes on the index and middle finger of the same hand. For EDA data acquisition,

we followed the guidelines for HCI community by Babaei et al. [8]. SensCon obtains the PPG signal

from the user’s right hand’s palm. The medical-grade device assesses the PPG through a finger clip

placed on the index finger.

5.3 Apparatus
For the medical-grade recordings, we chose the GSR module (BrainProducts GmbH, Germany)

7

and blood pulse sensor for finger PPG (Nellcor DS-100A, Nellcor, USA)
8
as the gold-standard

physiological sensing systems. Those are two sensors within a computerized recording system

that encodes up to eight channels with a sampling frequency of up to 1000 Hz. Both devices are

shown in Figure 5. To achieve optimal time synchronization across measures, both physiological

7
https://www.brainproducts.com/files/public/sensor-tutorial/Content/Topics/1.GSR/Acquisition/LiveAmp%20GSR.htm

8
https://www.brainproducts.com/files/public/sensor-tutorial/Content/Topics/2.Photoplethysmogram/Acquisition/

LiveAmp%20PPG.htm
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Fig. 5. The medical-grade system used as gold standards for evaluating SensCon-based EDA and PPG
measurements. The EDA electrodes (A) and PPG finger clip sensor (E) are connected to the AUX ports of the
Sensor & Trigger extension (STE) (C). For signal amplification and streaming to the acquisition PC, we use a
LiveAmp amplifier (D) and a power bank for energy supply to the STE (B). All components were placed inside
a pouch and comfortably worn by participants across the experimental sessions

sensing systems are connected to the Stimulus and Trigger Extension (STE; BrainProducts GmbH,

Germany). We acquired and synchronized the signals at 250 Hz. Therefore, this study considers the

GSR module and the PPG finger-clip sensor the gold standard measurement devices.

For the SensCon recordings, we integrated an EDA (see Section 4.2) and a PPG sensor (see

Section 4.3) into two separate HTC Vive controllers. The controller containing the EDA sensor was

held with the participant’s left hand, while the controller with integrated PPG was held with the

right hand. Prior to analyzing the data, we calibrated each PPG measurement by subtracting an

estimate of the mean offset (i.e., the systematic difference) between the two PPG signals acquired

from the medical-grade device and SensCon. This was done by using data recorded in seated resting

conditions from three further participants (𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 25, 𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 2.45) that were not included in the

main sample for Study 2. We obtained an average offset of 11.1 bpm (𝑆𝐷 = 12.1), which was used

to correct the signal acquired from SensCon. All collected data of SensCon and the medical-grade

equipment were then sent over the network and synchronized on the same computer using LSL.

We used an HTC Vive to display the virtual environments in the second part of the study. The

participants’ movements were tracked using two VIVE lighthouses.

Table 1. Seven-point Likert questions used to assess the user experience and pleasantness of both SensCon
and the medical-grade sensors.

ID Question

Q1 It was very comfortable to use the system.
Q2 It was very annoying to use the system.
Q3 It was very pleasant to use the system.
Q4 It was very difficult to use the system.
Q5 I want to use the system in my everyday VR experiences.
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Recruitment

Description

Consent form
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Medical EDA
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Fig. 6. Graphical description of the study procedure. The study consisted of two parts assessing the user
experience and signal quality, respectively.

5.4 Procedure
Upon arrival, participants received a written briefing on the experimental procedure and provided

their informed consent. Afterward, they provided their demographic data, including age, self-

identified gender, weight, and height. We then started with the first phase of the study to compare

the usability of SensCon and the medical-grade devices. In two separate conditions, participants

were either equipped with SensCon or both the EDA and PPG medical devices without being

immersed in the VR environment. We asked participants to walk around with the hardware and

perform several actions, including hand movements and pointing gestures. Then, participants filled

in the SUS and UTAUT scales and the custom Likert items to assess the UX. The same procedure was

repeated for the other physiological system modality, and the order presentation of physiological

sensing devices was counterbalanced across participants.

The second part of the experiment evaluated the signal quality between SensCon and the medical-

grade devices. We instructed the participants to hold the SensCon controllers in their hands while

the medical-grade devices were simultaneously applied (i.e., EDA on the left index and middle

finger, PPG fingerclip on the right index finger). Before data acquisition, the participants were

seated and were allowed to visually explore the VR scene for two minutes by moving their heads.

Then, participants started to engage in the six experimental tasks while the physiological signals

were recorded in real-time. The procedure of the study is illustrated in Figure 6

5.5 Tasks
We used established tasks that have been shown to elicit traceable changes in autonomic responsive-

ness and particularly in the signals of interest [18]. We implemented the six tasks using Unity3D,

and we used an HTC Vive headset to visualize the environment (see Figure 7). In between the

tasks, participants underwent a break of six minutes to allow for physiological re-adaptation (i.e.,

recovery to the basal physiological levels). The six tasks described below were performed in the

same following order by all participants.
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(a) Seating, standing, and walking task. (b) Selection task.

(c) N-Back task. (d) Stroop task.

Fig. 7. The six different tasks of our validation study. Each task had a total duration of three minutes and
was performed one after the other. The first five tasks took place in a low-poly environment while the Stroop
was performed in a separate virtual room.

5.5.1 Seating. Participants were comfortably sitting on a chair while immersed in the VR envi-

ronment (see Figure 7a). They were asked to position their hands on their thighs without moving

them while holding the controllers in their hands. We chose this condition as seating rest has been

recommended and widely used as a baseline condition in previous research [18].

5.5.2 Active Orthostatic Test. The active orthostatic test evaluates the effects of sudden postural

changes and it is often used to assess autonomic responsiveness [47]. This condition was shown to

affect PPG measures in previous research [21, 68, 77, 82]. Participants were required to stand and

maintain an upright position over three minutes in the VR environment.

5.5.3 Slow Walking. Participants were asked to naturally walk along a path designed in the VR

environment to maintain an upright position. That is, they walked over a guidance line in the

virtual environment. This task was designed to evaluate the effect of natural body movement on

data quality, as done in previous studies [77].

5.5.4 Selection Task. Participants were required to select yellow spheres and red cubes within a

selection task. Then, they must touch the yellow sphere with the left VR controller and the red

cube with the right controller, see Figure 7b. Spheres and cubes were randomly presented in a

sequence. The movements were sequentially guided. This task was included to test the influence of

hand movements on the signal quality together with the general movement of the entire body.

5.5.5 VR N-Back Task. The N-Back task is an established task that recruits working memory

resources and thus, evokes physiological and psychological stress responses [42]. It has been used

in psychophysiological research with both healthy [85] and clinical populations [50]. We adapted
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the VR N-Back task from Chiossi et al. [25], requiring participants to place a sphere, which was

initially presented over a pillar, into one of two different baskets. The sphere should be placed in

the right basket when it had the same color as the sphere presented N times before, whereas when

the color was different, the sphere should be placed in the left bucket. The N-Back level (i.e., N

refers to the amount of steps, in this case spheres, in the sequence) was set at 2. To keep the level of

engagement high, we showed an accuracy index based on the last 20 balls placed, and participants

were asked to maintain a performance index above 90%, see Figure 7c.

5.5.6 VR Stroop Task. The Stroop task is an established paradigm that investigates cognitive

control and interference (i.e., inhibition of automatic behavioral responses due to a color-word

interference) [108]. In addition, it is widely used in psychophysiological research as a cognitive

stress test eliciting autonomic responses [9]. We used the VR concept proposed by Gradl et al. [45]

as it was shown to elicit increased levels of HR and EDA indicators. In this VR version of the Stroop

task, participants were surrounded by six walls “painted” in a changeable color and they were asked

to select the wall color matching the feature of interest (i.e., either color or word). For example, in

incongruent trials, if the word “Green” was colored in yellow and the color was the relevant feature,

then participants shoud select the yellow wall with the controller, see Figure 7d. In contrast, if the

COLOR is the relevant feature, they should select the purple wall.

5.6 Participants
Twelve participants, six identified themselves as female and six as male (𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 30, 𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.81),

voluntarily participated in the study. None of the participants had a medical history of psychiatric

or neurological diseases, color blindness or not assuming medications affecting the autonomic

system. All participants provided written informed consent and received a monetary compensation

of 10 Euros. Participants were required to avoid practising strenuous physical exercises, smoking,

and consuming coffee over the three hours before the experimental session.

6 RESULTS
First, we evaluated the measurement accuracy of two sensors for measuring EDA and HR embedded

in a VR controller across tasks. We used frequentist factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) or

ART ANOVAs [109] accounting for the non-normality of the data distributions. Moreover, to

draw meaningful information from null results, we also reproduced the analyses with a Bayesian

approach [102]. That is, we performed a Bayesian ANOVA using default Cauchy’s priors and

10,000,000 iterations with Task and participant as random effects.

Second, we better evaluated the agreement between SensCon-based measurements and those

obtained with the corresponding medical-grade devices by means of Bland-Altman analyses [6, 15].

Table 2. An overview of dependent variables analyzed via factorial ANOVA or ANOVA ART and Bayesian
ANOVA.

Freqentist Testing Bayesian Testing

Normality System

𝑊 𝑝 𝐹 𝑝 [2 𝐵𝐹10 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

nsSCRs freq. .794 <.001 .109 .741 .001 .380 .24

SCL .917 <.001 .257 .613 .003 .348 .21

HR .987 .328 .765 .405 .012 .876 .14
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Fig. 8. Results for signal accuracy for SensConEDA. a) the actual sampling rate of SensConEDA. b) the
nonspecific SCR (nsSCR) detected peaks per minute. c) the standardized tonic EDA acquired with both
systems.

Bland-Altman plots and related statistics are the most established analytical tool for comparing

two methods providing quantitative measurements, and they are widely used to evaluate how

accurately a new method measures a specific signal compared to a reference method. In Bland-

Altman analyses, measurement accuracy is established as the agreement between the new method

(here, SensCon) and the gold standard (here, medical-grade devices), expressed in terms of systematic

bias and random error. The former represents the most likely difference to occur, whereas the

latter quantifies the range within which most differences are expected to lie, as indicated by the

limits of agreement (LOAs) [73]. Specifically, we conducted separate analyses for each signal and

task following the procedures described by Menghini et al. [76]. That is, we accounted for cases of

proportional and heteroscedastic differences by representing bias and LOAs as a function of the

range of measurement. Both bias and LOAs were computed with their 95% confidence intervals

based on parametric bootstrap with 10,000 replicates. Bland-Altman analyses supersede classic

correlation analyses as the latter only describes the linear relationship between measures but not

their agreement, possibly providing misleading results [41], especially considering that data with

high correlations might result in a low rate of agreement [33]. Thus, while we report correlations

in the appendix (Table 4 and Figure 15), we grounded our work on Bland-Altman analyses.

Finally, we supplement the results coming from our validation analysis with t-tests or Wilcoxon

tests for each self-report scale, i.e., Usability (SUS), Acceptance (UTAUT), and Likert Scales on UX.

6.1 Electrodermal Activity
EDA data both from gold-standard device and SensCon were processed using the Neurokit Python

Toolbox [72]. We first applied a 3 Hz, high-pass, fourth-order Butterworth filter to remove high-

frequency noise. We then decomposed the signal into tonic and phasic components by using the

non-negative deconvolution analysis [13]. Lastly, we extracted peaks from the decomposed signal

using a threshold value of 0.05`𝑆 [37]. These preprocessing steps allowed us to compute the average

SCL and the mean frequency of not specific SCRs [19].

First, we analyzed the reliability of the acquired signal. Here, we calculated the effective sampling

rate and found that the EDA sensor delivers samples on average with 86.7 Hz (SD = 29.5Hz,
𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 38.6,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 160.5), see Figure 8a.
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Fig. 9. Mean HR (a) and Mean SCL (b) across Tasks for SensConand medical-grade devices. Differences
computed between SensConand Medical Grade devices for HR and EDA Tonic were not significant.

We analyzed the signal in the time domain based on the recorded data by comparing their

standardized signals. First, we analyzed the nonspecific SCRs (nsSCRs) peaks per minute. As the

normality assumption was not met (Shapiro-Wilk:𝑊 = .794, 𝑝 < 0.001), we relied on ART ANOVA

[109], showing no significant differences between systems in nsSCRs after controlling for Task

(𝐹 (1, 99) = 0.109, 𝑝 = .741), see Figure 8b. A Bayesian ANOVA indicated anecdotal evidence for the

null hypothesis H0 (𝐵𝐹10 = .380) with Task and participants as random factors.

Finally, we computed the standardized SCL, accounting for interindividual differences [12, 71, 101].

As the normality assumption was not met (𝑊 = .917, 𝑝 < 0.001), we relied on ART ANOVA

[109], showing no significant differences between systems in nsSCRs after controlling for Task

(𝐹 (1, 99) = 0.257, 𝑝 = .613), see Figure 8c and 9b. A Bayesian ANOVA indicated anecdotal evidence

for H0 (𝐵𝐹10 = .348) with Task and participants as random factors.

6.2 Photoplethysmography
We based our evaluation on PPG-related measures in the time domain, focusing on HR. As with

EDA, the measured PPG values were processed using the Neurokit Python Toolbox [72]. We first

applied a third-order Butterworth filter from 0.5 to 8 Hz.

We analyzed the availability of the signal. Here, we calculated the effective sampling rate and

found that the PPG sensor delivers samples on average with 41.4Hz (SD = 13.7Hz,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 21.5,

𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 69.1), see Figure 8a.

For the HR analysis, we computed the overall differences between SensCon and the medical-grade

devices. As the normality assumption was met (𝑊 = .987, 𝑝 = .765), we relied on the ANOVA,

showing no significant effect of System on HR after controlling for Task (𝐹 (1, 9) = .765, 𝑝 = .405),

see Figure 9a. A Bayesian ANOVA indicated no evidence for H0 (𝐵𝐹10 = .876) with Task and

participants as random factors.

6.3 Bland-Altman Analysis
6.3.1 Electrodermal Activity. Bland-Altman statistics for SCL and nsSCRs are reported in Table 5 in

the Appendix and the corresponding Bland-Altman plots are visualized inFigure 10 and Figure 11.

SCL showed proportional biases in most tasks, implying that the magnitude of the differences be-

tween systems was dependent on the size of the measurements. In the Seating, Standing, Selection,
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Fig. 10. Bland-Altman plots for standardized SCL during Seating, Standing, Walking, Selection, N-Back and
Stroop task Solid red lines show the bias (i.e., mean difference) and the 95% limits of agreement (LOAs). Gray
dashed lines show the associated 95% confidence intervals.

and Stroop tasks, SensCon showed the highest accuracy for intermediate SCL values, whereas it

systematically underestimated lower SCL values and overestimated higher values, respectively. In

contrast, only relatively high SCL values were measured without bias in the N-back task, showing

underestimations for lower SCL values. The Walking task was the only condition showing uniform

and nonsignificant bias, although we found wider LOAs for higher SCL values (i.e., heteroscedastic-

ity). Heteroscedasticity was also detected in the N-back task but in the opposite direction, with

higher random error for lower SCL measurements. Critically, in most tasks the computed LOAs

were wider than the range of measurement, suggesting that SensCon-implied random error in SCL

measurement might be too large, at least for extreme values.

A similar scenario was found for nsSCRs, showing uniform and nonsignificant bias only in the

N-back and the Stroop task, whereas negative proportional biases were found in all the remaining

tasks. Specifically, in the Seating, Standing, Walking, and Selection tasks SensCon showed the

highest accuracy for lower rates of nsSCRs, that is when participants showed no or only a few

responses, whereas it tended to underestimate larger nsSCRs measurements compared to the

medical-grade device, possibly indicating false negatives. Higher nsSCR rates were also associated

with wider LOAs (i.e., positive heteroscedasticity) for the Standing, N-back, and Stroop tasks, with

the latter requiring logarithmic transformation to improve data normality [36]. Again, LOAs were

found to overcome the range of measurement for certain values, particularly for higher nsSCR

rates.

6.3.2 Photoplethysmography. A better agreement was found between SensCon-based HR measure-

ments and those obtained with the corresponding medical-grade device. As shown in Table X and

Figure 12, uniform and not significant biases were found in all tasks, with negligible systematic

differences between systems ranging from 0.2 to 7.56 bpm. However, the random component of

measurement error was relatively high (i.e., around ±20-to-30 bpm). LOAs were uniform in most

tasks, whereas negative heteroscedasticity was found in the N-back task, showing wider LOAs for
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Fig. 11. Bland-Altman plots for average nsSCRs peak frequency during Seating, Standing, Walking, Selection,
N-Back and Stroop task Solid red lines show the bias (i.e., mean difference) and the 95% limits of agreement
(LOAs). Gray dashed lines show the associated 95% confidence intervals.

lower HR measurements. Slighter heteroscedasticity also characterized the Selection task, following

the logarithmic transformation of the data to achieve normality [36].

6.4 Questionnaires
Finally, we tested the differences between SensCon and medical-grade devices considering the three

self-report measures. Each measure was analyzed using t-tests or Wilcoxon-test upon normality

testing. An overview of the results can be found in Table 3.

6.4.1 System Usability Scale. We aggregated the ten SUS items as recommended by previous

research [66]. We conducted a Wilcoxon test as the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality showed a

significant result (𝑊 = 0.84, 𝑝 < .001), resulting in significantly higher usability for SensCon

compared to the medical-grade devices (𝑊 = .0, 𝑝 < .001). Figure 14a shows the mean score for

both conditions.

6.4.2 User Acceptance. We analyze the eight UTAUT items by calculating the sum of the scales for

each item [104]. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 13, we found significant differences in Performance
Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Attitude Toward Using Technology, Behavioral Intention, and Anxiety,
but not in Facilitating Conditions and Efficacy.

6.4.3 User Experience. We analyzed the seven-point Likert scales by comparing each of them

between the two systems. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 14b, we found a significant difference

between all Likert scales.

7 DISCUSSION
Our results show that SensCon is an affordable alternative to medical-grade devices when it comes

to measuring EDA and HR without compromising the user experience. Furthermore, SensCon

empowers researchers and developers to obtain in-situ measurements of usability to assess the

user experience in real-time or provide adaptive environments. Embedding physiological sensing
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Fig. 12. Bland-Altman plots for mean heart rate during Seating, Standing, Walking, Selection, N-Back, and
Stroop task Solid red lines show the bias (i.e., mean difference) and the 95% limits of agreement (LOAs). Gray
dashed lines show the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Fig. 13. The Acceptance (UTAUT) for SensCon was better evaluated across Performance, Effort, Attitude,
Behavioral Intention, and Anxiety subscales than medical-grade devices.

for arosual detection into VR systems showed to allow for improved system UX and signal quality

that did not show statistical differences for EDA and PPG extracted measures. We discuss the

implications of our results in the following.
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Fig. 14. Results for SUS questionnaire (a) and UX survey scoring for SensCon and the medical-grade devices.
Results from UX survey (B) are aligned with the ones from SUS, showing that SensConwas better evaluated
in terms of Comfort, Annoyance, Pleasantness, Difficulty to Use, and Intention to Use. Here, error bars denote
the standard error.

Table 3. Statistical results of the SUS, UTAUT, and Likert questionnaires.

SensCon Medical Normality Test

M SD M SD W p t/W p

SUS 82.5 9.6 20.0 22.2 .843 .002 0.0 <.001

Performance Expectancy 2.8 0.9 1.6 0.7 .907 .03 0.0 .005
Effort Expectancy 4.2 0.7 1.9 1.3 .843 .002 1.0 .004
Usage Behavior 4.0 0.8 2.0 1.0 .929 .092 −4.577 <.001
Social Influence 2.8 1.1 2.0 0.8 .890 .013 0.0 .027
Facilitating Conditions 3.5 0.6 3.0 0.6 .933 .116 −2.092 .06

Efficacy 3.2 0.9 2.6 1.1 .888 .012 12.5 .125

Anxiety 1.9 0.8 3.1 0.8 .926 .08 4.146 .002
Behavioral Intention 2.9 1.1 1.2 0.6 .808 <.001 0.0 .005

Q1: Comfortable 5.8 1.3 2.2 1.3 .839 .001 0.0 .004
Q2: Annoying 2.5 1.9 4.9 1.9 .810 <.001 5.0 .012
Q3: Pleasant 5.0 1.3 1.7 0.7 .901 .023 0.0 .003
Q4: Difficult 1.5 0.5 5.4 1.8 .812 <.001 0.0 .003
Q5: Like to Use 5.0 1.4 1.8 1.0 .898 .020 2.5 <.001

7.1 Usability-Friendly Physiological Sensing
Our results show that SensCon, as a physiological sensing system, is preferred from a usability

perspective. Furthermore, probing the participants with different questionnaires revealed a prefer-

ence to use SensCon over traditional medical-grade equipment from different aspects (i.e., SUS,

Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Attitude Toward Using Technology, Self-Efficacy,

Anxiety, and Likert scales concerning user experience). Hence, we are confirming H1.

Our findings indicate that integrated physiological sensing leads to higher user acceptance.

Similar to devices known from the wearable computing area, the user acceptance of novel sensing
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modalities increases when being integrated into everyday objects, hence increasing the quality of

the overall interaction [55]. However, dealing with additional hardware to enable physiological

interaction is often considered a burden by the user unless the obtained benefits overweight the

workload of setting up a physiologically interactive system. SensCon overcomes these disadvantages

by integrating physiological sensing into common VR controllers, leading to improved results

regarding usability and user experience. However, it is important to acknowledge that medical-

grade devices were designed for various purposes other than interactive VR systems only. Our

results show that the adoption of physiological-interactive systems can be improved through direct

integration into hardware. Consequently, we envision further research integrating alternative

sensing modalities into VR controllers.

7.2 SignalQuality between SensCon and Medical-Grade Devices
The comparison of the aggregated EDA and PPG measurements between SensCon and the medical-

grade equipment showed converging trends. In both cases, the mean differences evaluated via

frequentist and Bayes showed non signifcant results and moderate to anectodal evidence for H0,

i.e., claim that no difference exists between SensCon and Medical-Grade devices data distributions.

Specifically, this applied for all the extracted measures of physiological arousal, i.e., SCL, nsSCR

rate, and HR. This result is interesting cause shows that SensCon detected slow, such as SCL and

HR, and fast changes in the arousal state of the user with similar data distributions as medical-grade

devices.

However, a deeper look at the agreement between SensCon and medical-grade devices revealed

that the measurement error implied by the former might be excessively high in some cases. Specifi-

cally, we found a tendency of SensCon to systematically underestimate nsSCR rate as the number of

nsSCR peaks increased. Whereas this may indicate a low SensCon sensitivity to sudden EDA spikes,

the analysis of SCL suggested that both extremely low and extremely high SCL measurements

are systematically biased. Accounting for these specific cases that require further investigation

with larger samples, our findings indicate a promising overall accuracy of SensCon in measuring

tonic and phasic EDA under most conditions. However, future developments are needed to reduce

the random error components of SensCon measurements. Indeed, whereas systematic biases were

satisfactorily low in most cases (e.g., no systematic under- or overestimation was found for HR

measurements), LOAs were relatively wide, especially for EDA measurements.

Although SensCon does not provide the same signal quality compared to medical-grade devices,

it provides an alternative when usability and user experience are the focus of a physiological

interactive system. We postulate a trade-off between sensing accuracy and the provided user expe-

rience. Reflecting on the not significant mean differences between the SensCon and medical EDA

measurements, as well as the similarity between the SensCon and medical heart rate measurements,

we can partially confirm H2.

SensCon provides an affordable and usable alternative for measuring physiological arousal at

lower reliability compared to medical-grade devices. Although SensCon is providing less reliable

data, future physiological interactive systems can observe the data over a period of time to selectively

do an assessment of the perceived user experience and adaptations when a specific accuracy is

reached. Past research recommends avoiding immediate adaptations to reduce the risk of damaging

the user experience through maladaptations [99]. Instead, physiological data should be collected

over a longer period to account for variations over time [54, 87]. SensCon can use this to its

advantage by analyzing individualized physiological data over long periods, making predictions

more robust for individual users. The technical contribution of SensCon will allow large-scale

data collection to enhance long-term physiological interaction in virtual environments without

compromising the user’s experience, hence their willingness to provide physiological data in
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different environments. Furthermore, the current system implementation incorporates low-cost

sensing and processing components widely available on the market. Although the quality of these

components is lower than that of medical-grade devices, it is possible to improve measurement

quality by using specialized sensors and a more advanced sensor conditioning strategy. A future

system prototype could be developed using superficial soldering components and miniaturized

accordingly, allowing for a "plug and play" upgrade from a conventional controller. Given that

the system’s sensors communicate wirelessly with the VR environment, one could argue that this

method could be applied to any VR controller.

7.3 Alternative Hardware Configurations
SensCon features two embedded circuits and sensors, each powered by external PowerBanks.

However, we also considered other hardware configurations during the design process. Here, we

discuss these alternatives and their respective benefits and drawbacks. A first option would be

to integrate the battery that powers the circuits and sensors into the controller itself, increasing

its robustness compared to its current configuration. In addition, the battery size restricts the

maximum amount of energy supplied to the circuitry. Consequently, production versions of SensCon

would require ultra-low energy consumption components. Currently, our implementation employs

consumer circuits better suited for rapid prototyping rather than final production. Several software

strategies for reducing power consumption can be implemented; for example, reducing the sampling

rate based on the amount of activity and stopping sampling when the controller is not grasped.

In its current configuration, the system continuously measures the physiological response of the

participant. To allow for easier integration within the VR controller, we could reduce the component

size of the circuits. With these improvements, we could explore several alternative configurations.

Embedded Circuits, External Sensors: One alternative configuration is integrating the main

processing and communication circuits within the controller and attaching the sensors externally

to the participant’s palm or wrist. This approach enables direct measurements from the wrist or

fingertips while reducing movement artifacts, but requires additional setup time that may negatively

impact the user experience.

External Circuits, Surface Sensors: This alternative configuration relocates the processing

and communication circuits outside the VR controller and adds superficial sensors to the grip

locations, most likely in the exact locations as the current SensCon configuration. Achieving this

configuration may entail designing all circuitry detachable and attachable to the VR controller.

This approach enhances system versatility and flexibility for different VR controllers, but may also

affect usability, grip, and robustness, depending on the attachment’s ergonomics.

External Circuits, External Sensors: Similarly to the previous configuration, this alternative

arrangement would position the circuitry externally to the primary body of the controller to enable

it to be attached and detached. This configuration would let the sensors be positioned directly on

the pulse or fingertips, as with the first configuration. This would bring the advantage of being

reusable in several controllers. Still, the drawback is that it would be less robust and likely impact

the usability given that the user would have to (1) set up the controller attachment and (2) setup

the sensors in their hands/wrist.
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7.4 Limitations and Future Work
The reported results in this study are prone to certain limitations. Here, we identify limitations and

highlight space for future work and improvement for Senscon.

Evaluating Test-Retest reliability. First, our study design utilized single trials, meaning that each

condition was conducted once per participant. More robust signal quality can be achieved with

multiple trials. However, our conditions lasted for three minutes each, providing enough data to

provide a reliable statement about the signal quality. In future work, we will first investigate how

the accuracy of SensCon varies through test-retest validation.

Effect of Controller Grip and Sensor Location.Our study investigated the effects of sensor location

on the quality of physiological signals measured during VR experiences. Specifically, we found

that integrating the sensors into the VR controller provided a reliable and convenient location for

measuring physiological signals, mainly when using a power grip. The power grip was the most

immediate solution for our participant when asked to handle the VR controller (HTC Vive). We did

not instruct participants to choose a power grip but rather that the power grip was the natural

way for them to handle the VR controller, given its inherent design and affordances. While the

current study focused on the power grip, future research should consider investigating other types

of grips to determine how physiological signal quality may be impacted by different grip styles.

Next, we will investigate how SensCon current sensor locations will perform in terms of signal

quality and agreement with sensors embedded in the VR headset. Here, motion artefacts might be

less observable than in finger locations. Conversely, we have to consider that acquiring an EDA

signal from the head might be more influenced by thermoregulatory activity in the head rather than

variation in arousal’s state [81]. Similarly, PPG signal acquired from the forehead might slightly

differ due to the increased vascularization and decreased vasoconstriction of scalp and brain [111].

Demographic limitations of the sample size. We need to consider some limitations in our sample

related to the age range of the recruited sample. Age is a significant confounding factor in peripheral

physiological signals [39]. For example, when considering the pulse transit time, which is influenced

by atherosclerosis, i.e., the thickening and stiffness of blood vessel walls, which are increasing with

age and can impact the accuracy of PPG measurements [84]. Furthermore, age differences can also

impact physiological reactivity to a variety of arousing stimuli, e.g., affective images [32, 39] We

will extend our validation to a more diverse sample considering a larger demographic diversity.

Online EDA and PPG data preprocessing. In our current implementation, we extracted physiolog-

ical measures offline. To explore the feasibility and potential benefits of real-time physiological

monitoring in VR adaptive settings, future work could investigate the possibility of implementing

online analysis in Micropython via an on-board microcontroller or specialized ultra-low-power

biometric hubs. This approach would allow real-time computation of peripheral physiological mea-

sures from the raw signal, enabling SensCon to provide immediate feedback and support real-time

physiological monitoring in interactive environments. This approach would require additional

hardware development, optimization, and potential trade-offs between computational complexity

and power consumption. Therefore, future work should focus on exploring and evaluating the

feasibility of this approach.

Generalization to real-world tasks.We chose to validate SensCon over a series of tasks representa-

tive of specific movements and cognitive processes, based on previous work [77]. These tasks were

designed to be relevant to a broader community beyond just HCI and VR developers. However,

further validation would benefit from a more ecological context, such as VR fitness or gaming apps,

which may provide a more complex and dynamic environment to test the real-world applicability

of SensCon. This would allow us to understand better how SensCon performs in scenarios that

involve more erratic and everchanging movements with varied cognitive load [61] Ultimately, we
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aim to design SensCon for a wide range of applications. We believe that a diverse set of validation

tasks, including those focused on joint movements and various cognitive processes, is necessary to

ensure that SensCon can perform well across different contexts.

Hyperscanning validation. In future work, we aim to establish embedded physiological sens-

ing systems in hyper-scanning VR settings. Here, we will integrate SensCon into multi-user VR

interactions to investigate collaborative and social VR scenarios.

8 APPLICATIONS
EDA and PPG data enable us to infer several user states, which are beneficial for interactive systems.

Finally, we present use cases that benefit from SensCon as a real-time sensing system.

8.1 Sensing User Experience for Interface Assessments and Adaptations
Previous work showed that usability metrics, such as engagement [30, 49], stress [94], and work-

load [23, 28], are closely linked to physiological signals. Thus, real-time measurements of PPG

and EDA can quantify the user experience in real-time. Virtual environments benefit from these

insights as researchers and developers acquire implicit real-time feedback about their environments.

SensCon integrates EDA and PPG as measures for supporting user experience designers to detect

usability issues to improve them selectively. Furthermore, adaptive interfaces benefit from these

usability measures by adapting the interface to either increase the user’s engagement or reduce

stress and workload. Physiologically aware VR environments will provide more individualized

environments for the user, improving the user experience. Potential use cases include learning

scenarios [80] that adapt educational material or working scenarios that provide adaptive in-situ

assistance [59].

8.2 Fitness and Activity Recognition
The EDA and PPG values correspond with the physical activity of the user. Early research pointed

out that increased heart rate is associated with physical activity[97]. Therefore, deriving the heart

rate from SensCon enables users to estimate the activity of users in virtual environments seamlessly

[103]. This information can be processed to reflect users’ activity during fitness applications,

i.e., balance training [31] or exergaming [79]. Additionally, virtual environments can adapt their

exercises to match the physical fitness level of the user, hence optimizing the training output.

Furthermore, we envision SensCon as an activity recognition sensor for virtual environments. Here,

SensCon can serve as an indicator for the user’s current activity, including seating, standing, or

walking.

8.3 Large-Scale User Experience Assessment
Current user experience assessments are susceptible to subjective biases, lack objective real-time

feedback, and require the presence of an experimenter. EDA and PPG measures can obtain objective

real-time feedback for user experience assessments. However, using physiological sensing, past

methods to empirically evaluate the user experience were hindered by either using a complex

setup requiring prior training or large-scale data collection. SensCon overcomes these issues by

facilitating the setup and data collection process by using the VR controllers only. We envision

SensCon as a user-friendly tool to collect large-scale physiological data for robust user experience

assessments in virtual environments.

9 CONCLUSION
This work presented SensCon, a controller-integrated physiological sensing system measuring

Electrodermal Activity (EDA) and Photoplethysmography (PPG), indicating the heart rate for
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Virtual Reality (VR) environments. While EDA and PPG measurements provide real-time awareness

about stress, workload, and engagement to reflect on the user experience and provide environmental

adaptations, such measures need medical-grade equipment requiring a laborious wearable setup.

In contrast, SensCon integrates EDA and PPG sensing directly in the controller, allowing seamless

ready-to-use assessments. In a user study, participants expressed a clear preference for using

SensCon over medical-grade equipment. However, this comes at the cost of sensing accuracy and

temporal resolution. We envision SensCon as a tool for researchers and developers to obtain a better

real-time understanding of physiological ongoings when users interact with virtual environments.

Through the ubiquitous embedding of EDA and PPG into VR controllers, we bridge the barriers that

hinder researchers, designers, and developers from including physiological data in their systems.

10 OPEN SCIENCE
We encourage readers to reproduce and extend our results and analysis methods. Therefore our

experimental setup, preprocessed datasets and analysis scripts are available on the Open Science

Framework [22] (https://osf.io/h9mjs/) and on GitHub (https://github.com/mimuc/Senscon).
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Table 4. Table of the computed correlations across the computed dependent variables. MG stands for Medical-
Grade device. HR = heart rate; SCL = Skin Conductance Level; nsSCRs = average frequency of the detected
nonspecific skin conductance responses

MG - HR SensCon - HR MG - SCL SensCon - SCL MG - nsSCRs Peaks

SensCon - HR .541 − − − −
MG - SCL .141 .0985 − − −
SensCon - SCL .137 .004 .139 − −
MG - nsSCRs Peaks −.275 −.045 −.119 −.326 −
SensCon - nsSCRs Peaks .209 .03 .175 .077 −.262
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Fig. 15. Correlation Matrix. Colors indicate the strength of Pearson correlation coefficients. HR = heart rate;
SCL = Skin Conductance Level; nsSCRs = average frequency of the detected nonspecific skin conductance
responses. MG suffix represents the Medical-Grade device.
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Table 5. Physiological signals and Bland-Altman statistics across the six tasks. HR Heart rate; SCL, Skin
conductance level; nsSCRs, non-specific skin conductance responses; SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence
intervals (computed using parametric bootstrap with 10,000 replicates); LOA, limit of agreement; cases
requiring log-transformation prior to data analysis. When a proportional bias was detected, a linear model of
discrepancies as a function mean measures was specified, and 95% CI were reported for the model intercept
(b0) and slope (b1). When heteroscedasticity was detected, a linear model of the absolute residuals as a
function of mean measures was specified, and 95% CI were reported for the model’s intercept (c0) and slope
(c1).

Condition SensCon Reference Bias Lower LOA Upper LOA

M SD M SD M (SD) [95% CI] [95% CI] [95% CI]

H
R
(
b
p
m
)

Seating 91.7 10.79 91.98 15.41 -0.28 (11.98)

[-7.44, 6.6]

-23.76

[-30.86, -16.84]

23.19

[15.96, 29.81]

Standing 98.18 7.03 98.38 15.74 -.2 (14.09)

[-7.65, 8.69]

-27.81

[-35.23, -18.53]

27.41

[20.16, 36.21]

Walking 98.59 8.12 100.54 18.29 -1.95 (16.06)

[-10.59, 7.99]

-33.42

[-42.21, -23.46]

29.52

[20.77, 39.87]

Selection 94.65 8.12 97.47 14.65 -2.82 (15.05)

[-10.49, 6.93]

B - M × .29

[.18, .46]

B + M × .29

[.18, .46]

N-back 93.14 18.28 98.05 16.70 -4.9 (12.58)

[-12.06, 2.34]

B - 2.46 × (33.09 - .24 ×M)

c0 = [29.43, 82.07],

c1 = [-.75, -.2]

B + 2.46 × (33.09 - .24 ×M)

c0 = [29.43, 82.07],

c1 = [-.75, -.2]

Stroop 92.98 13.54 100.54 16.49 -7.56 (13.63)

[-15.58, .49]

-34.27

[-42.35, -26.26]

19.15

[11.28, 27.13]

S
C
L
(
s
t
a
n
d
a
r
d
i
z
e
d
u
n
i
t
s
)

Seating −.12 .26 .01 .05
-.04 + 1.68 ×M

b0 = [-.09, .03],

b1 = [1.47, 2.03]

B - .17

[.1, .31]

B + .17

[.1, .31]

Standing .04 .3 .02 .05
-.04 + 1.83 ×M

b0 = [-.1, .04],

b1 = [1.49, 2.12]

B - .18

[.14, .32]

B + .18

[.14, .32]

Walking −.05 .23 .07 .15 -.12 (.25)

[-.27, .03]

B - 2.46 × (.17 + .43 ×M)

c0 = [.13, .2],

c1 = [.17, 1.58]

B + 2.46 × (.17 + .43 ×M)

c0 = [.13, .2],

c1 = [.17, 1.58]

Selection .09 .26 .04 .06
-.05 + 1.57 ×M

b0 = [-.11, .01],

b1 = [.65, 3.23]

B - .20

[.13, .36]

B + .20

[.13, .36]

N-back −.12 .25 −.02 .08
.00 + 1.5 × M

b0 = [-.08, .1],

b1 = [.79, 2.26]

B - 2.46 × (.10 - .23 ×M)

c0 = [.05, .12],

c1 = [-.85, -.05]

B + 2.46 × (.10 - .23 ×M)

c0 = [.05, .12],

c1 = [-.85, -.05]

Stroop .07 .15 −.01 .06
.02 + 1.88 ×M

b0 = [-.05, .08],

b1 = [.85, 3.03]

B - .25

[.16, .42]

B + .25

[.16, .42]

n
s
S
C
R
s
(
p
e
a
k
s
/
m
i
n
)

Seating .06 .03 .08 .07
.09 - 1.56 ×M

b0 = [.02, .25],

b1 = [-5.1, -.97]

B - .12

[.08, .21]

B + .12

[.08, .21]

Standing .06 .03 .06 .05
.08 - 1.23 ×M

b0 = [-.02, .23],

b1 = [-4.16, -0.11]

B - 2.46 × (.02 + .49 ×M)

c0 = [-.06, .04],

c1 = [0.1, 1.79]

B + 2.46 × (.02 + .49 ×M)

c0 = [-.06, .04],

c1 = [.1, 1.79]

Walking .05 .03 .09 .07
.11 - 2.1 ×M

b0 = [-.02, .29],

b1 = [-5.55, -.4]

B - .13

[.1, .21]

B + .13

[.1, .21]

Selection .04 .01 .06 .04
.08 - 1.93 ×M

b0 = [.03, .14],

b1 = [-3.86, -1.26]

B - .06

[.04, .09]

B + .06

[.04, .09]

N-back .07 .04 .05 .04 .01 (.05)

[-.02, .04]

B - 2.46 × (-.02 + .98 ×M)

c0 = [-.13, -.02],

c1 = [1, 2.85]

B + 2.46 × (-.02 + .98 ×M)

c0 = [-.13, -.02],

c1 = [1, 2.85]

Stroop 0.08 .04 0.07 .06 0.01 (0.08)

[-0.03, 0.06]

B - M × 1.36

[1.08, 2.06]

B + M × 1.36

[1.08, 2.06]
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